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The freeform surface adaptive interferometer (FSAI) recently has been employed 
to realize the unknown freeform surface metrology. A near null interferogram 
should be acquired from the initial interferogram with undistinguished fringes 
even dark areas. The direct optimization object in FSAI is just the interferogram 
rather than the focusing intensity characterization in traditional wavefront-
sensorless (WFS) adaptive systems. The simulated annealing-hill climbing (SA-HC) 
mixed algorithm is employed in the FSAI, which has much better convergence than 
the stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) algorithm, almost as much as the 
genetic algorithm (GA). At the same time, it is much faster than GA and thus 
applicable to the test of volume-produced in the optical shop. Simulations and 
experiments validating the algorithm feasibility are presented.

1. Introduction 

Optical freeform surfaces have great application potential 
on request by miniaturization of optical systems [1-3]. Due 
to its freedom of generating aberrations, system 
performance will also be improved accordingly. Just 
because of freedom, its surface metrology is always being 
challenged [4]. Interferometry, playing an important role in 
the high precision test of flat, spherical, and aspheric 
surfaces [5-7], has got attention in freeform surface 
metrology as well. The aberration compensator becomes 
the first thing to be considered in a freeform surface 
interferometer. However, several null [8, 9] and non-null 
compensators [10, 11] in aspheric interferometry seem 
powerless in freeform surface interferometry because they 
can only afford rotational symmetric aberrations. The only 
one left available is the computer-generated hologram (CGH) 
[12], which is designed to generate a special wavefront for 
matching the tested surface. However, the specially 
designed CGH can only accommodate a unique tested 
surface, which costs much in the optical shop test. Moreover, 
the CGH design is impossible for an unknown tested surface 
form, which happens a lot in the state of freeform surface 
fabrication. In the fabrication process, the freeform surface 
is revised constantly [13], which makes all the above static 

compensators useless. A programmable dynamic 
compensator is required to cover the unknown surface in 
fabrication. Several dynamic compensators have been 
developed, in which adaptive optics, such as the deformable 
mirror (DM) and liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-
SLM), have the most prominent performance. The freeform 
surface adaptive interferometer (FSAI) thus has been 
proposed [14-23] based on the DM and LC-SLM, aiming to 
perform adaptive aberration correction to realize the near 
null test in testing freeform surfaces with various shapes. 
The near null fringes would be acquired from the initial 
interferogram with the implementation of the adaptive 
compensation algorithm. With a tested surface of large 
departure, there would be indistinguishable fringes even 
dark areas in the initial interferogram, from which the 
wavefront phase is unable to be demodulated. That is the 
FSAI usually works as a wavefront-sensorless (WFL) 
system [24, 25]. As a WFL system, the adaptive 
compensation algorithm in FSAI aims to provide the 
optimal control signal of adaptive optics to seek near null 
fringes without direct aberration (or phase) information. 
Most of the traditional adaptive control algorithms in WFL 
systems are based on focusing intensity distribution 
evaluation [26-30]. Instead of the focusing intensity 
distribution evaluation, the dominant optimization object is 
the interferogram in an FSAI [15, 18-21, 31, 32]. 2016, the 
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stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) algorithm has 
been employed to address this issue for the first time in a 
DM-based FSAI [15]. Subsequently, this method was proved 
effective in an LC-SLM-based FSAI [18-20]. 2020, an SPGD 
and Newton iteration mixed algorithm was introduced to 
address the problem that the single SPGD algorithm cannot 
realize the absolute null interferogram in the final step [32]. 
However, the Monte Carlo simulation showed that the SPGD 
based algorithm is local optimization prone, and thus leads 
the interferogram always trapped in indistinguishable 
fringes [31]. Therefore, the genetic algorithm (GA) is 
employed in an LC-SLM-based FSAI [31] for more intelligent 
and Monte Carlo simulations showed a more robust 
convergence characteristic. However, the GA suffers too 
many iterations and thus is time-consuming [31]. Even 
though time is not the main consideration in a common test, 
the GA is still not applicable to test volume-produce in the 
optical shop because the time cost is high. 
    In this paper, we discussed the simulated annealing-
hill climbing (SA-HC) mixed algorithm for performing the 
adaptive control in the FSAI for the first time. It tends to get 
global optimal interferograms from the indistinguishable 
interferogram and dark areas. Also, it is time-saving. 90% of 
the time would be saved compared to the GA. Simulations 
and experiments show that the SA-HC algorithm is more 
competent than the SPGD algorithm and GA in the freeform 
surface test in batch in the workshop.

2. Principle of FSAI

The improved configuration of the FSAI is illustrated in Fig. 
1(a). The DM and partial null optics (PNO) [10, 11] act as the 
combined-compensator in the interferometer. The beam 
from the interferometer is polarized (p-polarized beam) by 
a polaroid and travels through the polarized beam splitter 
(PBS). The p-polarized beam would change to the s-
polarized one after the reflection by the DM and round-trip 
transmission through the adjustable quarter-wave plate 
(AQWP). Then the s-polarized beam is all reflected by the 
PBS and transmit through the PNO, and then retrace to the 
AQWP after reflected by the tested freeform surface (FS). 
After another reflection by the DM and round-trip 
transmission through the AQWP, the s-polarized beam is 
changed to a p-polarized one and retrace to interferometer 
after transmitting through the PBS and polaroid. Then, an 
interferogram with indistinguishable fringes and even dark 
areas is generated in the case of a tested FS with a large 
departure. The SA-HC algorithm is employed to drive the 
DM deformation as an adaptive aberration compensator, 
pursuing the near null fringes. The general interferogram 
variation is presented in Fig. 1(b). Then, the AQWP is 
rotated by 45°and the DM deformation is tested by the 
interferometer. Finally, the phase of the FS test results in Fig. 
1(a), i.e., the phase of the final interferogram in Fig. 1(b), 
and the DM deformation tested in Fig. 1(c) is substituted 
into the system ray-tracing model to reconstruct the figure 
map of the tested FS [33].

Fig.1. Principle of FSAI. (a)A common configuration of a DM-based FSAI, (b) the interferogram variation, (c) the DM deformation test.
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3. SA-HC algorithm in FSAI

We simplify the adaptive control in FSAI into two steps. As 
is shown in Fig. 2(a), the first one is to recover full aperture 
distinguishable fringes from the initial interferogram with 
the dark areas and the undistinguishable fringes. In this 
step, the SA algorithm is implemented. The second step is to 
realize the near null fringes from the dense fringes. In this 
step, the SA algorithm is to work with the aid of the HC 
algorithm. The specific principle is described below.

3.1 The first step: SA algorithm 

The simulated annealing algorithm comes from the process 
of crystal cooling [34]. If the solid is not in the lowest energy 
state, the solid is heated and then cooled. As the 
temperature T drops slowly, the atoms in the solid are 
arranged in a certain shape to form regular crystals with 
high density and low energy (min of the energy function), 
corresponding to the global optimal solution in the 
algorithm. The essence of the annealing algorithm is to 
receive the worse cost function value with a certain 
probability, which simulates the short temperature rise to 
jump out of the local minimum.

Rather than the sum of squared gray level differences 
between any two pixels of the interferogram (SSD) [15], the 
pixel number  of the dark and indistinguishable area is 𝑁p
better to be set as the energy function in FSAI [31]. The first 
step is calculating the  in each iterations. The 𝑁p
reference[31] calculates the  with complex machine 𝑁p
vision and morphology operation. In this paper, we 
reconstruct the phase of the interferogram directly as is 
shown in Fig. 2(a), in which the ineffective area (data 
missing area) is determined by the dark region and the 
indistinguishable region of the corresponding 
interferogram. The calculation of   is relative accurate.𝑁p

The  is directly determined by the voltage vector of 𝑁p 𝑽
the DM. The iterative change of the  is 𝑽

      (1)𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 + 1 = 𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 𝜸𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 (𝑖 = 0⋯𝐿),

where  is the temperature of the nth annealing,  𝑇(𝑛) 𝑖
means the ith iteration in the L (Markov chain length)[34] 
iterations at temperature ,  is a vector of random 𝑇(𝑛) 𝜸
number between -1 and 1, refer to the perturbation step 
length. Thus, the new energy function  would be 𝑁p(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 1)
calculated. The change of energy function in each iteration 
is calculated as 

       (2)∆𝑁p_𝑖 + 1 = 𝑁p(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 + 1) ― 𝑁p(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 ).

The new  is accepted with a certain probability P, 𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 + 1

which is called the Metropolis criterion as follows.

  (3)𝑃(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 →𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 1) = {1,                        ∆𝑁p_𝑖 + 1 < 0

exp(∆𝑁p_𝑖 + 1

𝑇(𝑛) ), ∆𝑁p_𝑖 + 1 > 0 .

More clearly, P is determined by 

      (4)𝑃(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 →𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 1) = {1, 𝑃 > 𝑃𝑟 
0, 𝑃 < 𝑃𝑟 .

where the random probability .𝑃𝑟 ∈ [0,1)
Whether the new voltage  is accepted or not, the 𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 1
algorithm will proceed to the next iteration until the 𝑁p

 or . If  and , the (𝑽𝑇(𝑛)
𝑖 + 1) = 0 𝑖 = 𝐿 𝑖 = 𝐿 𝑁p(𝑽𝑇(𝑛)

𝑖 + 1) ≠ 0
annealing is performed as 

       (5)𝑇(𝑛 + 1) = 𝜌𝑇(𝑛),  𝜌 ∈ (0,1)

Then, the iteration is re-executed at the new temperature 
 until .𝑇(𝑛 + 1) 𝑁p(𝑽𝑇(𝑛 + 1)

𝑖 + 1 ) = 0

The whole process can be described as follows. L 
iterations are performed at each temperature . At each 𝑇(𝑛)
iteration, the new energy function, i.e. the pixel number  𝑁p
of the dark and indistinguishable area in the interferogram, 
is calculated according to the new voltage of DM. The new 
voltage of DM is not always accepted unless the change in 
energy function satisfies the Metropolis criterion. Whether 
the new voltage is accepted or not, the algorithm will 
proceed to the next iteration. An annealing operation begins 
when the L iterations are completed until the energy 
function minimizes. At the end of this step, a full aperture 
interferogram with distinguishable fringes is recovered. 
The whole process of the SA is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

3.2 The second step: SA and HC algorithm

Although the full aperture interferogram with 
distinguishable fringes is recovered, the fringe density is 
relatively high because the SA in the first step only works 
for dark area elimination rather than reducing the fringe 
density of the full aperture. Therefore, the rms value of the 
interferogram is set as the cost function in the second step 
to make fringes sparse. Of course, the SA would be effective 
as well in this step. However, the SA algorithm is not 
necessary when the fringe density is reduced to a relatively 
small amount. The HC algorithm with a faster convergence 
rate would be more competent for the work at this time. 
Although the HC algorithm is a local search algorithm, 
whose search result depends on the starting point [35], its 
search speed is much higher than that of the SA algorithm. 
With the resulting  acquired in the SA algorithm, the 𝑽
voltage of each actuator of DM (the element in ) is 𝑽
changed one by one in this step as follows.



Fig.2. The algorithm flow diagram in FSAI, (a) the whole process, (b) the flow chat the SA algorithm.

        (6)𝑣(𝑚)𝑗 + 1 = 𝑣(𝑚)𝑗 + 𝑘𝑚∆𝑣

where,  is the voltage of the mth actuator of the DM, j 𝑣(𝑚)
is the iteration number, and  is the voltage disturbance 𝑘𝑚
factor. The sign of the  is determined by 𝑘𝑚

             (7)𝑘𝑚 ∙ ∆rms1 < 0

where, , which is the ∆rms1 = rms(𝑣(𝑚)1) ― rms(𝑣(𝑚)0)
initial rms variation of the interferogram.

The whole process can be described as follows. The initial 
voltage of the DM is the end voltage  in the SA algorithm. 𝑽
An actuator voltage of the DM, i.e., an element in , is 𝑽
changed as Eq. (6). Compare the rms value before and after 
changing to determine the correct direction of the voltage 
adjustment. If the value of rms decreases,  remains 𝑘𝑚
unchanged; Otherwise, make . Then, the voltage 𝑘𝑚 = ― 𝑘𝑚
is optimized continuously according to the determined  𝑘𝑚
until the rms value increases. Finally, perform the above 

optimization for all actuator voltages.

4. Simulation

Simulations are presented to validate the SA-HC algorithm 
in the FSAI. 

4.1 The first step: SA algorithm

Firstly, we provided a simulation to validate the SA 
algorithm in the first step of the optimization, aiming to 
reduce the  to zero. The DM in the simulation with 97 𝑁p
actuators has a stroke of about 40 μm, which is the same as 
the one in the experiment. There are several parameters to 
be determined in the SA algorithm, such as the initial 
temperature T(0), Markov chain length L, and the annealing 
coefficient . Generally, no standard strategy has been 𝜌
developed. The impact of the parameters on the 
performance of the SA algorithm should be evaluated with 
consideration of the speed and convergence. Many pieces of 
research have been made on the optimal parameter 
selection [36-38]. We provide the determination in FSAI by 



experience and simulation. The parameter selection is 
related to the initial state of the FSAI, i.e. the  of the 𝑁p
initial interferogram. In our study, the initial temperature 
T(0) is determined equal to initial . According to [34],  𝑁p 𝜌
is usually chosen between 0.85 and 0.99. In the simulation, 
the  provides fine results. The DM control 𝜌 = 0.92
voltages are represented by a 97-element vector 𝑽 = [𝑣1, 

. On each iteration,  was randomly perturbed by 𝑣2⋯𝑣97] 𝑣
up to 10 % and the new voltages accepted or rejected on the 
variations of  [39]. 30%-40% acceptance rate is 𝑁p
considered optimal [40] thus the perturbation size is 
adjusted by 1/10 of its current value to keep the acceptance 
rate in the optimal range. An initial interferogram with  𝑁p

 from the FSAI is selected for optimization as is ≈ 35000
shown in Fig. 3(a), whose PV is no more than 60 λ. The 
optimization time is limited in 30 minutes. The GA and SPGD 

algorithms are implemented for comparison as well. The 
parameters in the GA and SPGD algorithm are selected as 
the same in [31]. The gain coefficient in the SPGD is selected 
as 0.006 and the  is 0.04 V. The crossover probability ∆𝑣
and non-uniform mutation in GA is set as 0.8 and 0.4, 
respectively. Figures 3(b)-3(d) illustrate the optimization 
results of the SA algorithm, SPGD algorithm, and GA. The  𝑁p
of the three results all go down to zero, which implies the 
effectiveness of the three algorithms in FSAI. The specific 
variations of the  interactions are presented in Fig. 3 (e). 𝑁p
In the three algorithms, the time required to reduce  to 𝑁p
zero is about 462 s, 267 s, and 1515 s, respectively. The SA 
algorithm has a much faster convergence rate than GA and 
slightly less than the SPGD algorithm. Another initial 
interferogram with   from the FSAI is selected 𝑁p ≈ 70000
for optimization as is 

Fig. 3. A simulation example of the SA algorithm in the first step in FSAI, with the comparison with GA and SPGD algorithms. (a) the initial 
interferogram, (b) the resulting interferogram by the SA algorithm, (c) the resulting interferogram by the SPGD algorithm, (d) the resulting 
interferogram by the GA.

Fig. 4. Another simulation example of the SA algorithm in the first step in FSAI, with the comparison with GA and SPGD algorithms. (a) the 
initial interferogram, (b) the resulting interferogram by the SA algorithm, (c) the resulting interferogram by the SPGD algorithm, (d) the 
resulting interferogram by the GA.



Fig. 5. The Monte Carlo simulation results of the SA algorithm in the first step in FSAI, with the comparison with GA and SPGD algorithms.

shown in Fig. 4(a). Figures 4(b)-4(d) illustrate the 
optimization results of the SA algorithm, SPGD algorithm, 
and GA in 30 minutes. The  results by the SA algorithm 𝑁p
and GA go down to zero (Figures 4(b) and 4(d)), while the 
one by the SPGD algorithm stays around 24000 after 200s. 
The specific variations of the  interactions are 𝑁p
presented in Fig. 4(e). The SA algorithm and GA still 
maintain good convergence after 420 s and 1800 s, 
respectively. However, the SPGD algorithm is stuck in a local 
minimum after about 200 s. 

Therefore, the convergence of these algorithms is worth 
exploring in FSAI. The Monte Carlo simulations were 
performed to validate the convergence case of the three 
algorithms in FSAI. 1000 random interferograms with  

 were generated and optimized by the 1000 < 𝑁p < 10000
SA, SPGD, and GA in 17 minutes.  Figure 5 illustrates the 
Monte Carlo simulation results, where Figs. 5(a)-5(c) refer 
to the three algorithms, respectively. The no convergence 
rate of the SA algorithm is about 2.6%, which is similar to 
the one of GA (1.9%). The no convergence rate of the SPGD 
algorithm is about 28%, much higher than that of the SA 
algorithm and GA. Meanwhile, the mean convergence time 
of SA, SPGD, and GA is about 171s, 118s, and 1245s, 
respectively. Obviously, the SA algorithm has much better 
convergence than the SPGD algorithm in FSAI, almost as 
much as GA. At the same time, it is much faster than the GA 
algorithm and thus applicable to the test of volume-
produced in the optical shop.

4.2 The second step: SA and HC algorithm

When the first step is completed, the full aperture 
interferogram with distinguishable fringes is acquired and 
the second step starts. In the second step, we aim to 
decrease fringe density to near null and thus the 
optimization object would be changed to the rms value of 
the residual fringes. Of course, the SA algorithm would still 
be effective. The red line in Fig.6 illustrates an example of 
the rms variations with the increase of the iteration number. 
The initial rms value in this step is about 8 λ, which refers 
to a relatively large departure in the polishing stage. The 

rms decreases to 0.07 λ after about 1600 iterations, which 
cost about 227 s. We employed the HC algorithm instead of 
the SA algorithm for optimization when the rms decreased 
to about 2 λ as the point P shown in Fig. 6, where 𝑘𝑚

. The rms value then dropped quickly and = 0.001
decreased to 0.02λ after about 800 iterations, as the black 
line shown in Fig. 6 (a). The position of point P plays a 
decisive role in cost time. The problem is when to perform 
the HC algorithm. Several interferograms of different initial 
rms values (rms value of point P) were optimized by the HC 
algorithm in simulation as is shown in Fig. 6(b). The result 
shows that the algorithm is no convergence prone when the 
initial rms value of the interferogram is larger than 4.4λ. 
That is the HC algorithm is easy to get stuck in local 
extremes unless there is a good starting point such as a 
relatively small initial rms value. Therefore, the HC 
algorithm would be performed when the rms value of the 
resulting interferogram decreases to about 4 λ in the SA 
algorithm. Of course, this value is also debatable given the 
complexity of the form of aberrations. 

5. Experiment

Experiments were carried out to validate the SA-HC 
algorithm in FSAI. The experiment system shown in Fig.7 
was set up as Fig. 1. The interferometer is ZYGO VerifireTM 
of 4’’ aperture and the DM is ALPAO 97-25, with the same 
parameters as in the above simulations. The tested freeform 
surface was a mechanically pressed reflector of 25mm 
aperture and a relatively large departure from a flat sheet.  
Thus, the PNO is not necessary. The CPU employed is the 
Intel Xeon Scalable 6148. Before the test beginning, the 
initial interferogram in FSAI was captured by the 
interferometer. It is shown in the first figure of Fig. 8(a), 
which presents a large dark area (about 80000 pixels) due 
to the large departure. Then the SA-HC algorithm was 
employed to perform DM optimization control to null the 
interferogram. Note that, the large tilt of the tested surface 
would lead that the interferogram not being optimized to 
approximately null. The residual great tilt fringes make the 
optimization difficult to work. Thus, a coarse optimization 
by the SA-HC algorithm was implemented to make sparse 



fringe for aligning, and then continue to perform the 
optimization by the SA-HC algorithm. It was an iterative 
process in the actual experiment. In this part, to prove the 
optimization effect, we carried out the experiment with an 
aligned tested surface. 

Figure 8 illustrates the process of SA-HC algorithm 
implementation. The interferogram variations with the 
program execution process are all shown in Fig. 8(a).  In 
the first step, the SA algorithm was implemented to reduce 
the  of the dark area in the interferogram to zero, as is 𝑁p
shown in Fig. 8(b). In this step, the parameters were set as 

the same as those in the simulation. The  decreased to 𝑁p
zero after about 448 s as is shown in Fig. 8(b). In the second 
step, the SA algorithm continued with the optimization 
object changing to the rms value of the interferogram, 
followed by the HC algorithm when the rms value was 
reduced to 4 λ. The process is shown in Fig. 8(c) and the final 
rms value was reduced to 0.26 λ. The total time cost was 573 
s (about 10 minutes). For comparison, the SPGD algorithm 
and GA were performed to null the initial interferogram as 
well. The parameters were set as the same as those in the 
simulation. 

Fig. 6. SA-HC algorithm in the second step. (a) SA-HC algorithm simulation result, (b) Convergence simulation of different initial rms value 
in the interferogram.

Fig. 7. The experiment system of FSAI.



Fig. 8. The process of the SA-HC algorithm implementation. (a) The interferogram variations with the program execution process, (b) Np 
variations in the first step by the SA algorithm, (c) rms value variations of the interferogram in the second step by SA-HC algorithm.

Figure 9 illustrates the process of SPGD algorithm 
implementation. In the first step, the SPGD algorithm was 
implemented to reduce the  of dark area in the 𝑁p
interferogram to zero as well. The interferogram variations 
with the program execution process in 1000 s are all shown 
in Fig. 9(a). The  decreased to about  after 𝑁p 5.8 × 104

about 181 s and then hold steady as is shown in Fig. 9(b). 
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show that the algorithm was trapped 
in a local minimum. Figure 10 illustrates the process of the 
GA implementation. The interferogram variations with the 
program execution process are all shown in Fig. 10(a).  In 
the first step, the GA algorithm was implemented to reduce 

the  of dark area in the interferogram to zero as well, as 𝑁p
is shown in Fig. 10(b). The  decreased to zero after 𝑁p
about 3500 s. In the second step, the GA continued with the 
optimization objective changing to the rms value of the 
interferogram. The process is shown in Fig. 8(c) and the 
final rms value was reduced to 0.57 λ after another 3000s. 
The total time cost was 6542 s (109 minutes). Figures 8-10 
indicate that the SA-HC algorithm in FSAI has a low non-
convergence rate while maintaining a relatively high 
convergence speed. Compared with the previously reported 
SPGD algorithm and GA, the SA-HC algorithm is more 
applicable to the test of volume produced in the optical shop.



Fig. 9. The process of the SPGD algorithm implementation. (a) The interferogram variations with the program execution process, (b) Np 
variations in the first step by the SPGD algorithm.

Fig. 10. The process of the GA. (a) The interferogram variations with the program execution process, (b) Np variations in the first step by 
the GA, (c) rms value variations of the interferogram in the second step by the GA.

As the tested freeform surface, the flat sheet then was 
pressed randomly to produce various surface shapes to 
validate the SA-HC algorithm. The initial interferograms are 
illustrated in Fig. 11(a). The whole measurement process 
was performed. The final corresponding tested 
interferograms are illustrated in Fig. 11(b). The DM surface 
monitoring is performed as is shown in Fig. 1(c) and the 
results are illustrated in Fig. 11(c). Of course, the DM was 
calibrated in advance as described in [16]. Then the system 
model was set up for ray tracing, with the resulting null 

interferogram (Fig. (b)) and DM monitoring interferogram 
(Fig. (c)). The freeform surface figure was extracted by the 
ray-tracing with Zernike polynomials fitting [16, 17]. 
Measurement results of freeform surface figure maps are 
illustrated in Fig. 11(d). The average optimization time is 
about 143 s (2.4 minutes). Meanwhile, the SPGD, SPGD-
Newton algorithms, and GA are employed as the 
comparison. The performance of the corresponding 
algorithm is listed in Tab. 1. It is proved that the SA-HC 
algorithm can perform the adaptive metrology of freeform 



surfaces with large departures excellently in optical shop 
testing. 

As is shown in Fig. 11, the DM monitoring interferograms 
have relatively dense fringes than the tested null 
interferograms. In experiments, there should be a balance 
in fringe density for them. In fact, it is not necessary to null 
the final tested interferograms completely. The real 
optimization criterion is that both interferograms are 
resolvable in the interferometer. Therefore, the 
optimization time would be further shortened.

Table 1 

The performance comparison of mentioned algorithms

SA-HC SPGD SPGD-Newton GA
Average 
Convergence 
time(minute) 

2.38 2.30 1.86 20.45

Convergence
Rate(%) 100 83 83 100

Fig. 11. Measurement results of various freeform surfaces. (a) The initial tested interferograms, (b) The final tested interferograms by the 
SA-HC algorithm, (c) the DM surface monitoring results, (d) Measurement results of freeform surface figure maps.



6. Conclusion

In the FSAI, the first step in the measurement is nulling 
the interferogram by the adaptive compensator. 
Different from the traditional WFL adaptive optical 
system, the direct optimization object in the FSAI is the 
interferogram with undistinguished fringes even dark 
areas. We employed the SA-HC mixed algorithm to 
perform optimization to release the fringes density and 
thus to realize a near null test. The optimization is 
divided into two steps. The first one is to recover full 
aperture distinguishable fringes by the SA algorithm. The 
second one is to realize the near null fringes from the 
dense fringes by the SA and HC algorithms. Simulation 
and experiment results show that the proposed SA-HC 
algorithm overcomes the contradiction between the 
convergence rate and the convergence time. It has a 
much better convergence rate than the SPGD algorithm, 
comparable to GA (close to 100%). At the same time, it is 
much faster than the GA. With an interferogram with no 
more than a third of a pixel of dark areas, the 
convergence time of the SA-HC algorithm is 
approximately 2 minutes (Intel Xeon Scalable 6148 CPU), 
far less than the 20 minutes of the GA. Therefore, it is 
applicable to the test of volume produced in the optical 
shop.
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Highlights
 The interferogram of unknown freeform surface of large departure can be addressed. 
 The SA-HC algorithm is employed for intelligent performance in interferometry.
 The test of volume-produced in the optical shop would be realized.
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